
Lonizing straightening hairbrush with infrared ray Kipozi EU Ref: 6973734201156
Lonizing straightening hairbrush with infrared ray Kipozi EU-705G

Ionizing hair straightening brush with infrared Kipozi EU-705G.
Do  you  want  to  always  enjoy  a  perfect  and  well-groomed  hairstyle?  Opt  for  the  Kipozi  ionizing  straightening  brush.  With  more  than
10-million negative ions and an infrared function, it will take care of your hair's moisturization and also add shine. And that's not all! You
will also save your time with it, as it combines a brush and a straightener.
 
Perfect hairstyle
With Kipozi you'll take care of your hairstyle like never before! With the ionizing brush, your hair will be stronger, will frizz less, and will
regain its shine. It will also help keep your hair properly moisturized. From today you can enjoy professional equipment in your home!
 
The power of negative ions
The  Kipozi  Ionizing  Hair  Straightening  Brush  releases  more  than  10-million  negative  ions  during  use.  This  makes  your  hairstyle
moisturized, and what's more, you can already forget about split ends! In addition, the infrared function will help repair damaged hair.
 
Save time
Save your time with the Kipozi straightening brush. It will be ready in as little as 30 seconds, and what's more, it's a combination of comb
and straightener. It will allow you to make a beautiful hairstyle in no time! As a result, you will never be late anywhere again.
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Comfort of use
The hair straightening brush is not only a functional device, but also a comfort of use. You can do your hairstyle at your convenience, as
it is equipped with a long cord, measuring 2 meters in length. In addition, its power rating is as much as 50 watts. What's more, you can
adjust its temperature to your preferences and needs in the range from 100°C to 230°C.
 
Safety
Kipozi device is a guarantee of safety. The straightening brush is designed to prevent burns if you accidentally touch it with your hand,
and it won't burn your scalp either. You don't have to worry about forgetting to unplug it, as it is equipped with a smart switch.
 
Included
Ionizing brush
Cleaning brush
Protective glove
Travel case
Documentation
Producer
Kipozi
Model
EU-705G
Voltage
100-240 V
Frequency
50/60 Hz
Rated power
50 W
Temperature control
100°C - 230°C
Default temperature
180°C
Cable length
2 m
Warm-up time
approx. 30 seconds
Automatic shut-off function
after 60 min
Concentration of negative ions
more than 10-million
Color
Black

Preço:

€ 34.50

Atividades e lazer, Other
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